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    September 27, 2017  

To the University of Hawai‘i Board of Regents  

  and 

Associate Vice President for Administrative Affairs, Community Colleges 

 

During September 2017, Kapiʻolani Community College (KCC) prepared a written memorandum (see 

Attachment) describing the corrective action implemented to mitigate risks disclosed in an Office of 

Internal Audit (Internal Audit) report dated September 25, 2014. The objective of that report was to 

evaluate the KCC Chancellor’s office accounts’ compliance with University of Hawaiʻi Foundation 

(UHF) and University of Hawaiʻi (University) policies and procedures in addition to donor requirements.  

Internal Audit also reviewed the process and controls regarding the receipt and disbursement of donor 

contributions.  

 

Procedures performed 
Subsequent to the issuance of Internal Audit’s September 25, 2014 report, continuous and ongoing 

discussions with personnel from the Community College System Office of the Associate Vice President 

for Administrative Affairs (OAVPAA) and UHF occurred to assess and monitor KCC’s progress in 

mitigating the risks noted in that report.  The primary focus of these discussions related to the 

OAVPAA’s guidance to KCC management in regards to addressing risks associated with the Study-

Abroad Program (refer to “Monitoring of donor related financial transactions” below).  KCC management 

was responsible for the timely and effective implementation of corrective action related to all risks noted 

by Internal Audit.   

 

The purpose of this report is to document Internal Audit’s evaluation of KCC’s corrective action and 

remediation efforts documented in the Attachment.  In connection with this evaluation, Internal Audit’s 

procedures included inquiries and examination of relevant documents (written donor correspondence, 

UHF financial schedules for KCC accounts, draft agreements, etc.) corroborating KCC’s assertions and 

risk remediation efforts.  

 

Internal Audit’s evaluation 
This section of the report is organized by significant risk identified in Internal Audit’s September 25, 

2014 report.  Internal Audit’s historical observations and recommendations in addition to Internal Audit’s 

evaluation and related conclusions of KCC’s risk remediation efforts follows each significant risk. 

 

Monitoring of donor related financial transactions (Study-Abroad Program) 
 

Historical Observations and Recommendations 

Written correspondence prepared by the former KCC Chancellor and addressed to the Study-Abroad 

Program donor (dated April 29, 2014) and Internal Audit (dated August 12, 2014) disclosed $700,000 of 

payroll expenses paid from KCC’s tuition and fees to KCC faculty associated with the Study-Aboard 

Program.  The written correspondence asserted that the $700,000 would be reimbursed from the UHF 

Study-Aboard Program account in accordance with the Study-Aboard Program donor grant agreement.  

KCC management did not provide documentation supporting the $700,000 payroll expense associated 

with the Study-Aboard Program. 

 

Inaccurate and untimely recordkeeping can negatively impact KCC’s ability to receive reimbursement 

from UHF for costs incurred in accordance with the terms and conditions of donor grant agreements. 
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Accordingly, Internal Audit recommended that Account Administrators
1
 periodically review UHF general 

ledger (IFAS) account activity to ensure that revenues and expenses are complete, accurate and within 

expectations.   

 

Evaluation of Corrective Action 

As noted in KCC’s corrective action response,  the $700,000 payroll expense related disclosure discussed 

above was unsupportable.  During July 2015, KCC requested and was reimbursed $192,254 by UHF.  

Internal Audit believes this difference of $508,000 indicates a lack of monitoring Study-Abroad Program 

account financial activity.  During the 2015-2016 program year, KCC established separate UHF accounts 

by program year to facilitate the monitoring of financial activity to timely detect unusual and/or 

unexpected financial transactions and/or results.  The separation of UHF accounts by program year should 

also assist in preparing the annual financial progress reports required by the Study-Abroad Program 

donor. 

   

Conclusion 

As mentioned above, Internal Audit believes the establishment of separate UHF accounts by program 

year should assist the Account Administrator and KCC management properly account for and monitor 

Study-Abroad Program account financial activity.  However, the Account Administrator and KCC 

management have not effectively utilized the financial information recorded in the separate UHF accounts 

by program year.  An example is KCC not preparing and providing the required financial progress reports 

to the Study-Abroad Program donor from 2014 through 2017.  See discussion with respect to donor 

requirements in the next section.   

 

Compliance with donor requirements (KCC Chancellor’s Office UHF Accounts, #1 and #2) 
 

Historical Observations and Recommendations 

KCC management acknowledged the non-submittal of financial and annual reports in accordance with the 

terms and conditions of certain grant agreements and donor correspondence.  Non-compliance with donor 

requirements jeopardizes future donor contributions to KCC and the University.  Accordingly, Internal 

Audit recommended that KCC consider developing a process to ensure all donor requirements as 

stipulated in donor grant agreements and/or correspondence (e.g., preparation of annual reports) are met.   

 

Evaluation of Corrective Action 

UHF Policy FDS-FS-001 (Account Administration Policies) does not identify personnel responsible for 

ensuring compliance with all donor requirements.  During September 2017, KCC prepared a listing 

documenting KCC’s reporting requirements to donors.  This listing is included as an attachment to KCC’s 

corrective action response.   

 

Conclusion 

The preparation of this listing documenting donor reporting requirements should assist KCC ensure all 

requirements as stipulated in donor grant agreements and/or donor correspondence are met.  Internal 

Audit believes the effective monitoring of this listing coupled with the KCC Vice Chancellor of 

Administrative Services monthly review of donor reports and meeting with applicable KCC and UHF 

personnel should  mitigate the risk of noncompliance with donor requirements (e.g., preparation of annual 

reports).   

                                                           
1
 Account Administrators are employees of the University that are responsible for managing and administering their 

designated UHF accounts.  Account Administrators are provided read-only access to IFAS and are restricted to 

viewing only financial transactions (revenues, expenses and transfers) associated with their designated UHF 

accounts. 
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Koa Art Gallery policies (KCC Chancellor’s Office UHF Accounts, #5)  
 

Historical Observations and Recommendations 

KCC’s Koa Art Gallery (KAG) Director signs an art exhibit agreement (Agreement) with artists 

exhibiting artwork at the KAG.  The Agreement describes costs incurred by the KAG in connection with 

the art exhibit including insurance, mailing invitations, refreshment and shipping costs to return artwork 

to the artist. However, the Agreement does not include provisions requiring the artist to reimburse KCC 

for these costs.  Accordingly, Internal Audit recommended that KCC senior management review the 

KAG’s current policies and Agreement to mitigate the risk of KCC incurring unrecoverable costs related 

to art exhibitions as well as exposures in connection with liability for any risks of loss related to the 

exhibited artwork.   

 

Evaluation of Corrective Action 

During September 2017, KCC prepared a “Standard Exhibition Artwork/Object Loan Agreement” 

(Artwork Agreement).  The Artwork Agreement requires the artist to provide a description of the artwork, 

artwork exhibition dates, shipping information to/from KAG as well as the artwork’s value for insurance 

purposes.  The Artwork Agreement also indicates if KAG or the Artist will incur the cost for insuring the 

exhibited artwork as well as who will be responsible for exhibition costs such as advertising and 

promotion. 

 

Conclusion 

The preparation of the Artwork Agreement resolves the issues associated with the KAG Agreement. 

 

Safeguarding and depositing cash contributions (KCC Chancellor’s Office UHF Accounts, #3, #4) 
 

Historical Observations and Recommendations 

Internal Audit was informed by the KAG Director that donation box contributions (average $500/year) 

were not deposited and were primarily used to purchase office supplies from the KCC Bookstore.  

Internal Audit also noted instances of untimely deposits with respect to KAG contribution checks (delay 

of up to two-and-a-half months from the receipt of checks to deposit and recording into IFAS).  Given the 

inherent risk associated with cash, Internal Audit recommended that KCC management appropriately 

safeguard cash and ensure that cash is timely deposited.   

 

Evaluation of Corrective Action 

KCC did not quantify the KAG cash contributions received during the year ended June 30, 2017 or the 

frequency of depositing these cash contributions.  UHF financial management informed Internal Audit 

that KAG cash contributions are delivered to UHF for processing and deposit on an infrequent basis by 

KCC Development Office staff.  

 

Conclusion 

As a result of historical observations at KCC, Internal Audit believes that there are opportunities to 

improve controls related to all KCC cash receipts.  Accordingly, Internal Audit recommends that KCC 

management perform an evaluation of policies and procedures to ensure that all cash receipts (including 

contributions) are safeguarded, deposited timely and appropriately accounted for in the University’s and 

UHF’s financial accounting systems.   

 

Conclusion  
The establishment of separate Study-Abroad Program accounts by program year improves KCC’s ability 

to properly account for and monitor Study-Abroad Program account financial activity.  However, KCC 

has not fully utilized this improvement in connection with monitoring compliance with donor 
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requirements.  Accordingly, Internal Audit concludes that risk remediation efforts with respect to KCC’s 

compliance with donor requirements are ongoing. Effective implementation of KCC’s proposed 

corrective action during October 2017 should mitigate this risk. 

 

In connection with audit projects related to Community Colleges, Internal Audit generally consults and 

works with the OAVPAA regarding the nature, timing and extent of the audit.  Historically, OAVPAA 

active participation with Community College personnel results in timely and effective implementation of 

corrective action to remediate risks identified in Internal Audit reports. Accordingly, Internal Audit 

recommends that the OAVPAA increase its collaboration with Community College campus leadership to 

ensure risks documented in Internal Audit reports are remediated timely and effectively.   

 

 

 Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 Glenn Shizumura 

 Director 
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